To the editor: Norway, like several other European countries, has experienced a delay in the expected outbreaks with pandemic H1N1 influenza. In a recent paper from Sweden it has been postulated that this delay, at least partly, was caused by interference with other respiratory viruses. This view is supported by the fact that a relatively high rhinovirus activity was registered in late summer and early autumn in Sweden [1].

St. Olav’s University Hospital in Trondheim, Norway has for several years conducted extensive laboratory surveillance of respiratory viruses including rhinoviruses. The Figure shows the rhinovirus infections diagnosed in Trondheim in the past three years. An increase in diagnosed rhinovirus infections was observed during late summer and early autumn in 2007 and during autumn 2009.

Compared with the complex and enveloped influenza virus particle, rhinoviruses may have advantages at times of the year when the climatic conditions are suboptimal for respiratory viruses. Thus, if the interference theory is correct, rhinoviruses will usually not have any competition with other respiratory viruses during late summer and early autumn, and the interference effect will be obscured. On the other hand, if a competing virus is introduced, the interference activity will be apparent in a delayed outbreak development. As an illustration of this, pandemic H1N1 influenza virus was first diagnosed at St. Olav’s Hospital in May 2009, and although a little peak in influenza cases was observed near the end of July 2009, only 5-10% of specimens from patients with influenza-like illness have tested positive for pandemic H1N1 influenza virus. The great majority of these patients were infected with rhinoviruses and to a lesser extent with parechovirus.

Greer et al. observed that co-infections with rhinoviruses and other respiratory viruses were more uncommon than expected, indicating that rhinovirus infection may render the host less likely to be infected with other viruses [2].

Based on observations in Norway, epidemiological interference between several epidemic viruses including influenza virus has been suggested [3-5]. The present observations may lend some further support to this hypothesis.

*Author’s correction: On request of the authors, the number of rhinovirus infections in September 2009 was corrected in the figure on 21 October 2009, and one sentence was added introducing a new reference.
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